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UNLIMITED talk and text

52

4 LINES FOR

$

EACH*

download
mobile-alt

50GB of data
Unlimited calling to Mexico and Canada

wifi

Hotspot included

video

HD streaming video

LIMITED TIME OFFER | NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY

Refer-A-Friend
Get 5, Get Free**!

Making a Difference Through Wireless

Refer 5 Flash Wireless
customers and get
your service free**!

Switch to Flash Wireless and a meal*** will be donated to a
child in need. Plus, when you pay your monthly bill, another
meal*** will be donated.

Every bill. Every month. Every time.

*Monthly price does not include taxes, fees, and surcharges. Average price per line changes depending on the number of lines in service. The PRO 50 Plus plan allows for high-speed
data access up to 50GB per line, per billing cycle. After reaching the 50GB limit, additional high-speed data is available when Data Boost is enabled. Otherwise, Flash Wireless may
slow data to as low as 128 Kbps for the remainder of your billing cycle. Mobile Hotspot data uses the same 50GB. After 50GB limit exceeded, Mobile Hotspot unusable until your next
billing cycle begins. Each Pro 50 Plus Family plan account is subject to a one-time activation fee and a monthly regulatory and administrative charge. **Excludes taxes and fees.
Terms and conditions apply. ***ACN will donate at least one meal ($0.10) every time someone signs up for wireless service and every time the customer pays their monthly bill for
Flash Wireless between 3/15/2018-3/15/2019. In the U.S., ACN guarantees a minimum donation of 1.5 million meals to Feeding America to help families and children in need. $1
helps provide at least 10 meals secured by Feeding America on behalf of local member food banks.
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